Solar Panel Mount shall be mechanically secured to the decking in a manner that eliminates movement.

3" E-Curb Straight can be eliminated for single bracket penetrations.

3.5" x 4.5" Rectangular E-CURB Sections

Prime penetrations with M-1®, extending up 3" from base of penetration. **DO NOT USE ROOF CEMENT!**

Fill E-CURBs with only 1-Part™ Pourable Sealer when installing on granulated membranes. On all other membranes, PRO PACK™ Pourable Sealer can be used.

External bead of M-1® required. OPTION: An additional bead of 1-Part™ Pourable Sealer can be applied over top of the external bead of M-1® to lock in granules on granulated roof membranes.

A minimum 3/4" space is required between all penetrations and the interior wall of all E-CURBs.